
Collecting Watches and Clocks

Introduction to the Joys of Horology



Collectible Clock and Watches

• Everything is Collectible

• Clocks and Watches built prior to the 1950’s 
are the most commonly collected

• Modern handmade and limited edition 
wristwatches are also avidly collected

• Precision clocks such as atomic clocks and 
new precision mechanical clocks are widely 
admired



American Kitchen Clocks

• The American “Kitchen 
Clock” is a mass produced 
oak or walnut shelf clock 
with a highly decorated 
case and an inexpensive 
stamped brass movement.

• The case decoration was 
created with a steam press 
technique.

• The example shown was 
recently for sale on eBay 
by a vendor in England.



Early American 

Shelf Clocks

• A step up from the kitchen clock 
are various American Shelf 
Clocks built in the 1st half of the 
19th Century.

• The earliest of these factory 
produced clocks have wooden 
gears and very little metal.



Reproduction Clocks

• Many of the most popular 19th Century 
American Clocks have been copied by 
craftsmen in the past 50 years using 
materials and techniques authentic to the 
period the clocks were originally made.

• This clock is a “miniature” example of a 
Massachusetts tall case clock that was 
made by Elmer Stennes in the 1960’s.

• The most valuable American Clocks are 
the originals of these made in the late 
18th and early 19th Century.



Regulator Clocks

• Clocks that were made to keep 
precise time in a watchmakers shop 
or astronomical observatories are 
called “Regulators.”

• The best of these are prized as highly 
as the fine tall clocks of an earlier 
period.

• This example was made by B. D. 
Bingham in Nashua, N.H. around 
1845.



Vienna Regulator 

Clocks

• The term Vienna Regulator is 
applied to a wide range of clocks 
from very elegant clocks produced 
in Vienna in the early 19th Century 
to mass produced pieces of the 
early 20th Century.

• Our first clock was a Vienna 
Regulator from around 1890 that 
was factory produced in Germany.

• These normally have a crest on top 
and finials on top and bottom but 
ours did not come with those parts.



Precision 

Clocks

• Prior to the invention of the Atomic Clock and its 
precursor the hydrogen MASER, the world’s 
timekeeping standard was the free pendulum 
mechanical clock.

• The Shortt Free Pendulum clock used the 
Synchronome mechanism found in this clock.

• The Synchronome was widely used as the 
timekeeping standard in factories and transportation 
systems.



Table and 
Travel Clocks

• When clock collectors run out of 
room, they either buy a spare 
house or start to collect smaller 
clocks.



Public 

Clocks

• When they lose their minds completely, 
the begin to collect tower clocks.



Clock 

Information

• National Association of Watch and Clock 

Collectors – www.nawcc.org 

• Willard House and Museum, Grafton, MA

• American Watch and Clock Museum, Bristol CT

• National Watch and Clock Museum, Columbia PA

• American Clocks, Vol 1, 2, 3 by Tran Du Ly



Watches the 
Ultimate Collectible

• Watches substitute the jewelry allure for the furniture 

beauty of clocks and thus are a more personal collectible.

• They also consume much less space.

• Major segments of watch collecting are:

– Early Watches

– Late 18th and Early 19th Century Watches

– Middle and Late 19th Century Watches

– Early American Watches

– American Railroad Watches

– Vintage Wristwatches

– Modern Wristwatches



Early Watches

• Watches were first made around 
1500 in Germany or Hungary.

• Watches made prior to 1700 are 
quite rare in original condition.

• This watch is an example by George 
Graham that uses the first major 
advance in watch mechanisms that 
was perfected by Graham, the 
cylinder escapement.

George Graham cylinder ca. 1740



Late 18th and Early 

19th Century• By the late 18th Century watches 
were becoming cheap enough for 
many people to own them.

• Watches were also becoming 
accurate enough to be used for 
serious purposes such as celestial 
navigation.

• The center of serious watchmaking 
was London.

Arnold 

Chronometer

Arnold 

Verge

Colonial 

Verge 

Watches



Mid 19th Century and the Birth 

of American Watchmaking

• In the 1840’s American 
entrepreneurs began 
dreaming of combining the 
newly developed American 
System of manufacturing 
with the technology of 
watchmaking.

• After an abortive start in 
Connecticut, the dream took 
hold in the Boston area with 
the precursors to the 
Waltham Watch Co.

Howard, Davis & Dennison #3 

ca 1852

Pitkin Bros. #164 

Hartford ca 1847



Early Collectible 

Walthams

• There is a good supply of 
interesting watches from the first 
15 years of Waltham production.

• The early design evolved into the 
Waltham 1857 model, which was 
produced for over 20 years.

• The highest grade during this 
period was the Appleton, Tracy & 
Co. grade.

• Many watches were made for 
Union soldiers during the Civil 
War. These were mostly Wm. 
Ellery grade.



Lots of Watches 

by 1880

• Waltham’s early success 
led to the creation of many 
more watch companies.

• The most successful was 
the Elgin Watch Co. of 
Illinois.

• Waltham and Elgin both 
competed for high grade 
as well as cheaper 
watches.


